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I. INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSION 
This article summarizes the influence of slurry rheology on the 

grinding throughput of batch laboratory and continuous plant-scale 
mills operating in open and closed circuit configurations. The re
sults of controlled changes in percent solids, particle size, slurry 
temperature, and viscosity control chemicals will be demonstrated. 
This paper is a condensation of portions of a general reference paper 
by Klimpel to appear in late 1982 or early 1983 in Mining Engineering. 
Readers interested in more information on the relationships between 
fundamental breakage concepts and slurry rheology should consult the 
above reference. 

An underlying rheological explanation is offered which ties the 
type and magnitude of particle breakage occurring in the mill with the 
corresponding rheological character that the slurry was exhibiting at 
some given set of operating conditions. More specifically, dilatant 
slurries show first-orde r breakage, pse udoplastic slurries also demon
strate first-order breakage, but at a higher rate, and pseudoplastic 
slurries with significant yield values show slower non first-order 
breakage. 

A general observation is the need, from a maximum throughput basis, 
of tumbling media mills to operate on as thick a slurry basis as is 
possible that still offers a low enough viscosity to keep grinding 
first-order in nature. A series of industrial scale operating guide
lines are presented which have proven useful in increasing the net 
production capability of grinding circuits. Specifically, the influ
ence of percent solids, adding fines, decreasing temperature, the use 
of viscosity control chemicals, and the role of class1fication in 
closed circuit milling will be discussed. A general observation on 
both open and closed circu!t operation was that it is necessary to 
have the slurry in the grinding mill itself be in a pseudoplastic 
rheology region in order to achieve maximum net throughput. Typical 
interactions of grinding mill rheo logy and classifier operation will 
be presented. The us e of the concepts of this paper on an industrial 
scale have proven valuable to the operating mineral/coa! processing 
firms involve d in the over-all t es ting program. 

II . SUMMARY OF VISCOSITY EFFECTS IN LABORATORY GRINDING STUDIES 
In previous laboratory studies [Klimpel and Manfroy (1978) , 

Klimpe1 (1980) , Katzer et a1 (1981), Klimpel and Austin (1982)], i•: 
was clearly shown that there is a consistent rattern of change in 
specific rates of breakage of both mineral ané coal slurries as s ·.urry 
flui di ty is changed. For example, using the r. e t production rate of 
material less than some specified size (e.g., kg/hr of minus 75 'Jm) as 
an index of mill production in a standard batch mill test (with a 
given feed material, fe ed size, mill, and mill conditions such ~s 

constant time of grind) , the foll owing facts w=re readily est~.lished: 
1. The normal range of low slurry density, 1ow viscosity (Re giJn A) 

gave no variat i. " ' in mill production. The nea!!u '· r1 rates <..•f break-
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age exhibited normal first arder grinding. 
2. Grinding of a somewhat higher viscosity s.lurry (Region B) could 

give increased production. The higher viscosity was obtained by 
increase in slurry density and/or by size distribution control. 
Measured rates of breakage were again first arde r but were somewhat 
faster than in (l) . 

3. Too high viscosity (Region C) gave decreased production. This was 
associated with non-first arde r grinding, that is, a slowing down 
of grinding rates as the grinding proceeded, due to the production 
of fines giving increased slurry viscosity. 

4. Certain water-soluble chemicals allowed the effect in (2) to be 
extended to higher production rates before the effect of (3) became 
controlling. 
Figure I illustrates graphically the four conclusions just outlined. 

The Brookfield RVT viscosimeter with a T bar and helipath stand is 
well-known and is useful for giving qualitative comparative data on 
s lurry viscosities. 

ln order to unders tand better the grinding behavior exhibited in 
Figure I, it is valuable to use the concepts of first-order breakage 
rates and primary breakage distribution [e .g., Austin (1971)]. The 
complete definitions, experimental procedures involved, and use in 
mill circuit design/analysis have been described e lsewhere [e.g., 
Austin et al (1982)] and will not b e repeated here. Briefly stated, 
the determination and comparison of these two parameters under varying 
operating conditions (e.g., percent solids) allows one to make a more 
complete analys is of data and even more importantly, allows for logi
cal predictions of meas ured laboratory effects in larger scale in
dustrial use to be made. 

The rate of breakage of a given size range of particles (e.g., a /:2 
screen inte rval) is proportional to the amount of that size present 
when grinding is first-order. Thus rate of breakage of size fraction 
"j= Sjwj(t)W" whereSj is the specific rate of breakage (fraction per 
unit time) of zize j, W is the mill hold-up, and w· (t) is the weight 
fraction of size j material at grinding time t. Thus, if the starting 
feed contained wj(O) as the top size, "dwj(t)dt = -SjWj(t)" 
"log Wj (t) = log Wj (0)-(Sjt/2.3) •: Measun.ng the disappearance of 
material from this size as a function of time, using log-linear plots, 
will directly indicate three important factors> (l) if the plot is 
linear, the size fraction j is breaking in a first-order manner; the 
negative slope gives the Sj value; (2) the magnitude of SjW is a 
direct indication of grind~ng throughput; (3) if the plot is not 
linear but flattens as grinding proceeds (e.g., as fines build-up and 
viscosity increases), then a slowing-down of breakage is occurring. 

The suite of fragments produced by breakage of a given size without 
further r ebreakage of the fragments is termed the primary breakage 
distribution. Numbering size intervals from 1 for the largest size, 2 
the next size interval, etc., the primary breakage distribution is 
repre s ented by bij• that is, the fraction of just broken j material 
which falls into smaller size interval i. Bi, j represents the sarne 
information put on a cumulative basis of material broken from size j 
to size i or smaller i 

Bi,j Z bk,j 
k=n 

Experimental data on Bi,j is fitted to the empirical function 
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Bi,j = fll(xi_ 1/xj) y + (1-fll) (xi_1/x jl B 

Figure II i1lustrates graphica11y the nature of th e spe cific rate of 
breaka ge , Sj, and p rimary bre akage distribution a s a function of the 
thre e s 1urry viscosity regions indicated in Figure I. Numerous quanti
t at ive e xamples of Figure II were determined in the study for a variety 
of ores and coa1s [e .g., K1impe1 and Aus tin (1982) and Klimpel (1982b)]. 
The influence of percent solids (viscosity) on the specific rate of 
bre akage shows the trends disc ussed earlier. Regions A, B, and B' 
demonstrate f irst order breakage, Re gions B and B' give higher rate s of 
breakage than Regions r. and C , Regions C and C ' show s1ower non first
order bre akage , and grinding with viscosity control chemicals shows no 
advantage in Region A, but an increase o ver the no chemica1 case in 
Re gions B and C. It i s interesting to note the need, from a maximum 
throughp ut basis, of tumb1ing media mills to operate on as thick a 
s1urry basis a s i s possible that s till offers a low enough vi s cosity 
to keep grinding in a first-order manne r. This tendency was not fu1ly 
recognized unti1 this s tudy, and i s a ve ry basic charac ter common to 
tumb1ing media mi1ls. 

Figure II s hows that the me asure d Bi,j values for breakage in high 
dens ity s 1urries have a re1ative1y finer primary fragment distribution 
(a higher fll and sma11er y ) than f o r 1ower dens ity slurries. Re1ated 
1aboratory tests have also shown that in the grinding of homogeneous 
mate riais, 1itt1e change occurs in the relative manner in which differ
ent sized partic1es are se1ected for breakage as a function of slurry 
density. Thus, for example, when the Sj va1ues are described by 
"Sj = a(xj/x1 la" the a r emains es sentially constant and on1y the a 
varies with viscosity region [Klimpe l and Manfroy (1978), and Klimpe1 
and Austin (1982)]. 

With regard to the identification of suitab1e viscosity control 
chemicals (see patents of Manfroy and Klimpel) to act as grinding aids, 
a number of necessary conditions were estab1ished [K1impe1 (1980) ]. 
Most of the chemicals identified we r e 1ow molecular weight water so1u
ble polymers. Briefly stated, the required conditions are (1) the 
chemical must adsorb on e nough of the so1id surfaces available in the 
ore/coal being ground so as t o affect slurry viscosity; (2) the slurry 
viscosity must be high enough so that use of the chemica1 can he1p re
duce or c ontro1 s1urry viscosity; (3) the chemical must be consistent 
in its ability to lower viscosity as a function of varying chemical 
concentration, pH, water quality (especia1ly in the presence of di
valent, trivalent ions), and amount of shear present; (4) the chemica). 
must be non-toxic and degradab1e; (5) the chemical must not adversely 
affect downstream operations such as f1otation,thickening, pe11eti
zation, etc., and (6) the us e of chemica1 must be economica1ly viab1e 
in grinding operations. When any one of the above conditions is seri
ously violated, the use of grinding aid on a coi.tme rcial sca1e will not 
be feasible. 

Not surprisingly, it has been found that 2 to lO times more chemi
cal may be required in batch laboratory tests than in correspondin<J 
continuous mill tests because of the higher surface area changes in
volved in batch grinding tests. As will be discussed in the next 
section on basic s1urry rheology characterization, there have beFn a 
few ore/coal s1urries that have not given increased throughput WLth 
chemical usage, even though all of the previously listed chemic<.l 
conditions were satisfied. This has to do with the nature of tne 
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rheological behavior of the slurry itself and is not directly a 
chemical problem. 

ln addition, with the use of grinding aid chemicals, some positive 
downstream influences have been found including increases in observed 
flotation plant recoveries [Klimpel (1980)], and improved separations 
in heavy media operations and in classification [e.g., Klimpel (l982a)]. 
The use of chemicals to improve grinding in plant c ircuits was not a 
problem in thickening, etc., as longas the dosage l evels were kept 
within a range normally associated with grinding mill operation (e.g., 
<0 .5 kg GA-4272*/tonne of dry ore feed). ln batch grinding, the use 
of viscosity control chemicals will help to grind a given mass finer 
in some specified time while in continuous grinding environments, 
chemical s can be used to grind a given feed rate finer or to increase 
f eed rate ground to a given particle size . The ability to achieve 
these r es ults depends in part on the equipment involved, ore type, 
mill operating conditions, as well as t h e chemical requirements just 
discussed. 

III. FUNDAMENTAL RHEOLOGICAL CHARACTERI ZATION OF BREAKAGE IN 
LABORATORY MILLS 
Despite the apparent success and consistency of the type of data 

r eported in the previous section, it became obvious during the early 
stages o f the research program that a more fundamental rheological 
e xplanation was required. For example, correlations of throughput 
versus percent solids as developed in this study or by plant operating 
personnel are useful only over very limited ranges and cannot be easily 
extrapolate d because of the ir inherent . assumption of constant particle 
s i ze, etc. Such assumptions are only valid for continuous mills 
operating o n consistent feeds in a consistent manner. It is not 
difficult, for e xample, to s how in a batch laboratory test that even 
for a fixed value of percent solids, rather small changes in particle 
size make-up (especially of the fine s ) contributing to the solids can 
make very large differences in the throughput rate . These throughput 
differences due to particle size can sometimes overwhelm the influence 
of only c hangi ng percent solids. This t ype of proble m seriously limits 
the generality of most plant level percent solids/ throughput corre
lations that have been developed. With a few ores and coals, no Region 
B could b e identified. With a few other ores, the influence of 
chemicals was minimal despite the apparent satisfaction of all desired 
chemical characteristics such as adsorption, etc. What then, is a more 
basic explanation? 

The a n swer to providing a more consis tent explanation and pre
diction of grinding b ehavior was provided by accurate ly measuring 
quantitativa slurry rheology data. This was dane using a Haake RV3 
rotational viscosimeter, which is not as convenient as the Brookfield, 
especially f o r routine plant use, and r equires spe cial experimental 
procedures . However, the data from the rotational viscosimeter c ·an be 
obtained under sufficiently controlled operating conditions and known 
geometric configurations to e nable plots of shear stress versus rate 
of shear to be constructed for comparison with the possible types of 
s lurry b e havior shown in Figure III. 

Briefly stated, at a given time, all mineral/coa! slurries will 
e xhibit one of the shear-strain charac ters outline d in Figure III [see 
Bird et al (1 960 ) and Wasp et al (1977) ] . Pseudoplastic slurries may 
or may not have a yield value and when shear stress T is plotted versus 
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shear rate 6 , a curve res ults that has a decreasing slope with increas 
ing rate of shear, and generally approaches a limiting s lope at higher 
she ar rate s . Dilatant slurri e s exhibit the opposite behavior; that is, 
an incre a s ing slope o f 1 ve rsus 6. A common method of mathematically 
describing b oth of the s e typ es is the Ostwald-deWae le or Power Law 
Model; T = K6n whe r e K and n are c onstants for a particular 
slurry. The c onstant K i s referre d to as consi stency; the higher the 
value of K, the more viscous t h e slurry . The constant n is called the 
flow index , whi ch is a me asure o f th e degr~e of depa rture from 
Newtonian behavior (n = l), n > l gives p seudoplastic behavior, and 
n < l dilatant behavior. 

Detailed rate of breakage t ests were car ried o ut on single size 
fractions a s outlined e arlie r [Klimpe l (1982b)]. For each test 
co ndition c o rresponding to the rate of breakage t ests , rheological 
characte riz a tian evaluations were p e rfo rmed. Controlled changes in 
percent solids , fineness of grind, and t e mperature were made during 
the tests. 

Inte r preting all of the data collecte d, the f o llowing conclusions 
were drawn [Klimpe l (l982b) ] , 

l. Many coals and mineral slurries exhibit dilatant chara cter at 
relative l y low s lurry densitie s, less than 40-45% s o lids volume for 
typical size distributions; c l ose l y sized solids give more dilatant 
char acte r than broad distributions . 

2. In this dilatant r egion , grinding i s first - order, and absolute 
rates of bre akage SW do not vary during the grinding or from one slurry 
density to another. This i s Region A o f Figure I and r epr esents normal 
wet grinding p ractice . 

3. Incre a sing slurry density c auses a tre nd toward pseudoplastic 
behavior. At a given s lurry density, more pseudoplas t ic character can 
be developed by incre a s ing the s o l ids p a cking e fficiency (by adding a 
proportion of fine s or controlling the size di s tribution, by the use 
o f a bulk thicke ning agent, or by the use o f chemicals to modify 
viscosity) . 

4. When a slurry exhibits pseudopl ast i c behavior without a yield 
s tress , then grinding is first- o rder with higher absviuLe rates o f 
bre akage SW than in corresponding dilatant systems . Thi s is Re gion B 
and B ' of Figure I and r epresents the mos t efficie n t wet grinding 
practice. 

5. Grinding aid chemicals tha t work b e s t i n practice are those 
which maintain pseudoplas tic behavior in the slurry without associated 
y ield str ess , or which r e duce the yield s tre s s in a d e n s e pseudo
plastic slurry. 

6. Whe n grinding i s performed on a ve r y dense slurry, the y i e ld 
stress inc r e a ses rapidly and l eads to non firs t-orde r breakage with a 
slowing-down of breakage r ates . Thi s i s Region C and C' of Fi gure I. 

There are at l e a st f o ur contr o llable factor> which decide t he 
rheological character o f a s lurry; (l) slurry 1ensity (pe rcent 
solids); (2) particle s i z e distribution; (3) · ~h emica l e n v ironment .; 
and (4) slurry temperature. The s e cond fac tor ·las two interrelatel 
facets' the s hape of the particle s ize distrib•1tion (which contrc. ls 
the packing b ehavior of the solids) and the fin<mess o f the di s tri
bution ( fine r particles inc rease interpartic l e forces and incre a r; e 
viscosity ). As has been indicated e arli e r, dur j.ng a given griné'ing 
test it i s possible for all four of the above factors to change. 
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However, regardless of the particular settings o f the four factors in 
a given test, if the resulting rheologi ca l character i s either dila
tant, pseudoplas tic, or pseudoplast ic wi t h yield, the rate of breakage 
associated is correlated with the current rheological character. 

It is obvious, for e xample, in batch grinding tests run at 
constant percent solids, t hat factors ( 2 ) and (3), where approp riate, 
are changing during grinding because the s ize di s tributions are 
obviously changing and because the p r oducti o n o f fresh surface area 
will take up unadsorbed chemi c al. Thus, the corresponding rheo logic al 
character change in batc h tests with increasing grind time would be 
dilatant to pseudoplastic t o pseudoplas ti c with yield. The degree to 
which this transformation occurs depends on the changing setting of 
the four fac t o rs over grinding time. In continuo us grinding tests, 
one might logi c ally e xpec t that dramatic c hanges in any o ne of the 
f o ur factors .wil l be l ess likely to occur. Howeve r, it will be shown 
in later sect ions of this paper, that continuous mil l operations offer 
some unique opportunitie s to take advantage of poss i b l e rheological 
transformation by more di r ec t operational control of the settings of 
th8 four f actors. 

One extra observation noted in the rheol ogi ca l studies was the 
variability in the l ocat i on and ext ent of Region B (pseudoplastic 
behavior) f o r the various coals and ores tested. With regard to data 
of the form of Figure I , the location of Region B was usually in the 
region of 45-5 .5 percent solids by volume and was of the extent of zero 
to eight percent (2 to 11 pe r cent with chemical addition) . The 
corresponding increase in net product i on r anged from zero t o 10 per
cent in Reg i o n B and ze r o t o 21 percent in Region B' . When Region B 
is s mall or zero (no pseudop1astic chara c t er i s e xhibited) no i nc r e ase 
in production will be obse rve d and the use of chemicals is ofte n 
marginal. 'I'hc re are several reasons f or s ome materiais exhibiting 
this quick trans formati on from dilatancy to high yie ld values (ofte n 
at surprisingly low percent solids by volume such as 30 %) . One 
condition i dentified was f or materi a l s containing high l eve ls o f 
v i scos ity p r oduc ing elements such as carbo nates , c lays , e t c. A second 
condition doc umented was f or materials that e xhibi t ed unusually fine 
primary fragment distr ibutions (fine Bi.j curves). Such a slurry 
developed a y i e ld value quickly during grinding due t o the rapid 
build-up of fines. 

IV. CONTROLLED RHEOLOGY TESTS IN I NDUSTRIAL SCALE OPEN CIRCUI T 
OPERATIONS 
In thi s section, the r esults are p r esented of a series of contro l

l e d rheology tes ts run on an open c irc uit rod mill operating on a 
copper slurry . The rod mill was an overflow discharge mill of 
dimensions 2 . 5m by 4.25m operating at 70 % of critical speed on an 
average feed rate of 100 t onnes per hour, a r od l oading o f 36% (7.5 cm 
ma ke -up r od s i ze) , and a f eed size o f approximate l y 100% <2. 5c m, 50% 
<6 mesh u.s. , 20% <35 mesh u.s., and 10% <200 mesh U.S. Special 
arrangement s were made to keep operat i ng conditions, including ore 
c haracte r, as constant as possible during the tests . Changing the 
percent solids by changi ng water was the major ope rating variable. 
The total energy draw o f the mill was e ssentially constant during a ll 
of the runs i n slurry Reg i ons A, B, a nd B ' . Only at very hig h s l urry 
densities (Regi o n C) was a drop in energy draw noted. Rheologi cal 
character i z atio n s were also performed during the tests in orde r to 
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identify slurry rheology behavior at any desired point in the test 
program so as to be able to correlate plant results with the labora
tory data. Four basic factors were studied including variation in 
percent solids, the addition of chemical GA-4272, the addition of fines 
to feed, and the influence of slurry tempe rature. 

Figure IV summarizes typical data collected on the basis of net 
production less than 35 mesh versus perce nt solids by weight. The 
influence of percent solids (with and without chemical) on the normal 
feed and feed s lurry temperature.o f 22oc is certainly similar in net 
production and viscosity response to that of Figure I. This is an 
example where simple optimization of water use c:an lead to significant 
plant throughput increases. ln similar tests run on rod mills at 
other plants, however, the f eed size was often so coarse that it was 
not poss ible to achieve Region B (pseudoplastic slurry character) . 
This was primarily due to the fact that the percent solids could simply 
not be raised high enough with normal wate r control procedures to 
safely operate in Region B. ln this environment, the rod mill will 
operate only in Region A and optimizing water control will produce, at 
best, only marginal increases in throughput. As explained earlier, the 
use of a viscosity control chemical in Region A is also not warranted. 

ln arder t o more fully demonstra te rheological influe nces, t .he sarne 
rod mill was then operated with 10% of the feed rate being supplemented 
by minus 400 U.S. mesh ore. As can be seen from Figure IV, a similar 
shape of net production curve results as in normal operation, but the 
maximum throughput (hence the pseudoplastic Region B) now occurs at a 
lower percent solids. While there is little throughput advantage to 
adding fines to the feed in this particular test, the addition of fines 
to rod mills is an important concept. This is true because Figure IV, 
for example, demonstrates that those rod mills operating on coarse 
f eeds which cannot normally reach rheological Region B by water control 
alone, can be forced into this region (hence g iving higher net through
puts) by the introduction of fines from some other point in the over
all process. Several tests at various plants were run to verify this 
very important concept. The implications of the influence of fines on 
rod mill performance with regard to crusher operating ~uiuelines is 
obvious. Crushing operations that produce few fines can actually be 
quite detrimental to optimal rod mill performance. 

Figure IV also illustrates the influence on net production of a 
lower feed slurry temperature of 8°C. It i s obvious that the net 
production is lower , but equally important, from a control v iewpoint, 
is that the value of percent solids in which Region A is transformed 
t o Region B i s lower than normal operation. Very similar results to 
Figure IV were also generated on rod mill s grinding coal, and on open 
circuit ball mills grinding ores. 

V. RHEOLOGY TESTS IN CLOSED CIRCUIT OPERATIONS 
Using the sarne copper ore as in the p r evi o us :;ection, a series of 

tests we re also run on a ball mill operating in •:losed c ircui t wi th i 

single 24 inch hydrocyclone. The mill was an ov<>r-flow discharge t'pe 
of dimensions 3.0m by 5.0m operating at 80% of c:citical speed on an 
average feed rate of 200 tonnes per hour, a ball loading of 38% (4 Omm 
and 2. Smm make-up ball sizes), and a fe ed s i ze o~' approximately lC' J% 
<35 mesh U.S., 50% <30 mesh U.S ., and 20% <2 00 m< ·sh u.s. As in tl,e 
rod mill t est , the energy draw of the mill was e, .sentially const<:nt 
durinq all of the ru~s . 
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As in the previous section, special care was taken to maintain 
consis t e nt ope rating conditions and rheological characteri zations were 
run. The basic factor s studied in t he c losed c ircuit t es ts we r e 
variation in percent soli ds , the addition of chemical GA-4 272 , the 
addition of fines t o fee d, and the influe nce of classifier ef fi c i e ncy . 

Figure v summarizes typical data col lected o n the basis of ne t 
product ion of the total circuit less than 200 mesh U. S . versus pe rcent 
solids by we ight. As in the rod mill tests, the influence o f pe rcent 
so l ids (with and without chemica l) on t he normal feed is s imilar in 
net p r oduction and viscosity response to that of Figure I. In all of 
the secondary grinding closed c ircuit tests run on various ore s and 
coa l s at various plants, it was ge nerally not difficult t o transform 
s lurry rheo logy from dilatant t o pseudoplastic to pseudoplastic with 
yie l d me rely by adjusting water control. This control can be done by 
incre asing the percent so lids by inc reasing solids feed rate and hold
ing water addition rate constant and/or decreasing water f eed rate 
ho lding solids fee d rate con s tant. The first method i s most useful 
fo r inc r eas ing t he c ircuit solids throughput while still produc ing a 
re lative l y con s tant fraction of solids less than some specified s ize , 
while the second method i s bette r suited for grinding a gi ven solids 
feed rate finer than normal [ Klimpe l and Austin (19 82 )]. Al so , in 
closed secondary grinding circ uit operations, the addition o f fines to 
the make -up fee d was not generally advantageous, and thus is not in
cluded in Figure V. The exceptions to this observation we r e primary 
closed circuit ball mills and/or autogeneous circuits operating on 
r e lative l y coarser feeds than normally associated with secondary ore 
g r ind ing circuits. 

One of the unexpected r esults o f closed circuit t esting was the 
rheologi ca l .influence on mill g rinding rates o f changes in c lassi fier 
efficiency. As percent solids were be ing varied unde r constant f eed 
solids, it became obvi o us in ma ny o f the t ests that the c lassifie r 
(either hydrocyc l one or scr een type ) s ize separation c haracteri s tics 
were changing with slurry rh eology changes. The change of hydro
cyc lone performance with percent so l ids variation has been documented 
previous l y [e .g., Lynch (1977) ] . Also, in normal hydrocyc l o ne oper
ations, it is well known that an inc r ease of flow rate to h ydro cyc lo
nes will cause a decrease in the dso value of separation. The influ
ence of viscosity control c hemical s , added to the make -up c irc uit feed, 
on c lass i fier pe rformanc e was al s o quite noticeable. Figure VI gives 
a Tromp curve e xample of this effect using GA-4272 on a stand-alone 
hydrocyclone operating on a copper ore. In general, it was found 
[ see Klimpe l (l982a)] that t he us e of v i scosity contro l c he mical s on 
hydrocyc l oning increased s ligh tly the apparent solids by-pass fraction 
and made the sharpness of separ a tion (Sharpness Index S .I. = d 25/d7 5l 
mo re ideal (higher S .I . value) while maintaining or increasing the dso 
value (even under conditions o f high cyclone feed rate and/or high 
cyc l one feed percent solids). 

It was further identified after detailed testing, that the c lassi
fier in closed circuit operations c an, and does in many circuits, act 
a s a rheological control device on the grinding mill itsel f that is 
mo re important than control of the make-up feed percent solids to the 
over-all circuit. The clas s ifier can c hange mill rheology b y changing 
the particle size being recirculated back to the mill, as well as by 
influencing the circuit water balance. For example, if the classifier 
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(for whatever reason) presents too coarse a recirculated product (and/ 
or with too much water), it can become very difficult to move the mill 
rheology out of Region A (dilatancy), even with large decreases in 
water addition to the make-up feed. ln this environment, the net 
circuit throughput is relatively insensitive to operating conditions 
and is not operating in a maximum throughput condition. On the other 
hand, if the classifier (again for whatever reason) presents too fine 
a recirculated product (and/or with too little water), the mill 
rheology will have a tendency to be in Region C (slurry yield value 
present) . This is also not an optimal operation from an over-all 
circuit throughput basis, although the use of viscosity control 
chemicals will generally h e lp. 

The maximum throughput obtainable from any of the closed circuits 
tested was when the grinding device itself was operating in Region B 
(pseudoplastic slurry). This is an important conclusion and, in arder 
to achieve mill operation in Region B, often requires a delicate 
balance of water control and classifier equipment setting. Operating 
a closed circuit mill in region B or B' can typically give throughput 
increases of from four to 20% over operating in Regions A and C. The 
use of viscosity control chemicals makes Region B to B' larger (in 
terms of percent solids range, for example) and the effect of Region B 
to B' more pronounced (higher throughput of Region B' over Region B by 
two to 12 %) . It was also found that maintaining a mill in Region B 
may not be easy on a continuous ope rating plant schedule due to un
availability of appropriate plant online viscosimeters and, in some 
plants, large variability in ore type, feed size, and water supply. 
Even in this latter environment, however, if the circuit can be 
operated at leas t a portion of the time with the mill in Regioft B or 
B', the increase in net throughput will warrant the extra effort. 

Another t ype of test sequence run on the sarne closed circuit ball 
mill circuit was to delibe rately vary the hydrocyclone classifier size 
separation efficiency. Figure V also gives the net circuit production 
of minus 200 mes h mate rial as a function of percent solids for three 
different separation efficiencies of the hydrocyclone including the 
normal operating case (a = 0.25, dso = 185, S.I. = 0.30} and the case 
with c hemical (a= 0.27, d5o = 190, S.I. = 0.56). The smaller d5o 
case over normal operation (a= 0.28, d50 = 176, S.I. = 0.49) was 
achieved by decreasing the vortex finder diameter. The influence of 
recirculating a finer product back to the mill due to the smaller d50 
value is evident in the earlier occurrence of pseudoplastic slurry 
character in t erms of percent solids. This type of test was repeated 
on a variety of closed circuit grinding operations. It was generally 
found that the mechanical setting and operation of the classifier 
(as reflected by a, dso. and S .I.) will have a major impact on where 
(from a percent solids vi ewpoint, for example) the convers ion from 
dilatant to pseudoplastic to a s ignificant yield slurry will take 
place. However, in most of the circuit tests run, it was not possible 
to predict this rheo logy conversion a priori, an :1 thus, the corresp(•nd
ing determination of maximum ne t circuit throughJut depended on an 
organized plant testing program. This is unfort .mate, as laborato•:y 
tests were capable of predicting rheology conver;ion in open-scale 
mills, but the addi tion of the c las si fier make s :mch predictions ;;oo 
unre liable . This points out the necessity of de-,eloping a better 
unde rstanding of classifier (especially hydrocyclone ) operation cn 
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general and rheology effects in classification, more specifically. 

* a patented grinding aid product of The Dow Chemical Company 
espe cial1y d e signe d f o r su1fide ore processing. Former1y denoted 
as XFS-4272. 
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